Abstract-In this paper, we propose a modified version of the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) method for Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) image registration based on the ScaleInvariant Feature Transform (SIFT). Because of speckle, the "maximization of inliers" criterion in the original RANSAC cannot obtain the optimal results. Since in InSAR image registration, the registration accuracy is in inverse proportion to number of residues. Therefore, we modify the old criterion with a new one -Minimization of residues -to obtain the optimal results. We tested our method on a variety of real data from different sensors, and the experimental results demonstrated the validity and robustness of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) has been widely used for digital elevation model (DEM) generation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . This technique is based on the generation of an interferogram by image registration of two single-look complex (SLC) images of the same scene taken from two-orbit or twotime measurements. Although plenty of research has been done on the topic of image registration such as medical images, and many excellent methods have been put forward, many of these methods cannot be directly applied to InSAR image registration because of its special characteristics such as speckle, layover and shadow. In the last decades, a lot of methods [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] have been proposed for InSAR image registration among which the cross-correlation method is the most widely used one. This process usually consists of two steps: coarse registration and fine registration. The procedures of the two steps are the same except for an oversampling step in the latter to reach subpixel level. Image registration is realized by maximizing the real or complex cross-correlation of two images. However, owing to a high computation load, pixel-by-pixel registration over the entire image is time consuming. In real cases, registration of some evenly distributed control points based on windows is used instead. After the control points identification, matching windows, and searching windows centered on these points are set up in the master and slave images, respectively. Relative offsets of the control points are obtained when the highest correlation coefficient is achieved by cross-correlation of the two windows. After that, interpolation is used to get the relative offset of other pixels. As a matter of fact, crosscorrelation method is a point-based method which uses cross-correlation function as its registration measure function. However, control points in cross-correlation method do not have theoretical meaning (such as corners, extreme points) or robust enough to be detected in different images. Furthermore, cross-correlation function is not robust under some conditions such as rotation.
In order to solve aforementioned problems, a famous method called Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) was proposed in 1999 [12] and optimized in 2004 [13] . SIFT operator, unlike crosscorrelation, extracts stable keypoints which are of high repeatability and will not change too much under different imaging conditions, at the extrema of the Laplacian of the image in the image scale space representation. Then, it relies on the scale space of the image to construct feature descriptors, which are accredited to be very distinctive and invariant to scale change, rotation, and even affine transformation. All these good characteristics make SIFT a very powerful tool for many applications such as object recognition, robot localization and mapping, and panorama stitching. When applied to image registration, Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [14] is often used with SIFT to remove outliers (mismatched pairs of points). Although a lot of image registration results by SIFT and modified versions with RANSAC are reported [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , few works have been done on InSAR image registration and little attention has been paid to RANSAC. Furthermore, the "maximization of inliers" criterion of the original RANSAC is not optimal for InSAR image registration for the number of residues (NOR) [21] of the interferogram obtained through this criterion is not the fewest. In order to improve the registration accuracy, we modify RANSAC with a new criterion and propose the modified RANSAC for InSAR image registration. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 makes elaborate descriptions about every step included in our proposed method. Section 3 presents experimental results from different image pairs. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
PROPOSED METHOD
A framework of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1 . First, features are extracted from the master and slave images by SIFT. Second, an initial set of matching points is obtained by nearest neighborhood distance ratio (NNDR). Third, the final set of matching points is obtained by modified RANSAC. Finally, after getting the transformation by the final set of matching points and the registered slave image by this transformation, the interferogram is obtained by the multiplication of the master and the conjugated registered slave images, and the interferometric phase is extracted by the inverse tangent from the interferogram. Details are described as follows. 
SIFT
Generally speaking, the entire processing chain of SIFT can be summarized into five main steps. The first is the keypoints detection in the difference of Gaussian images, which are produced by subtracting adjacent Gaussian images. The second is the keypoints subpixel localization which is very suitable for InSAR image registration, and unstable keypoints elimination. The third is the keypoints main orientation assignment, which makes these points rotation-invariant. Then, descriptors are constructed based on weighted gradients in the local image regions. Finally, keypoints matching are realized through these descriptors by NNDR, which compares the ratio of the Euclidean distance of the closest match to the second closest one with a given threshold. Lowe suggests that this threshold be set to 0.8 [13] . According to our experience, the best results could be achieved when the threshold is set to 0.82. We will use this value in the rest of the paper. To reduce the processing time and decrease the influence of speckle, we skip the first scale-space octave as proposed by [15] .
Transformation Model
The transformation between master and slave images should be carefully chosen, because improper transformation may lead to bad results. For InSAR image registration, master and slave images are acquired from the same satellite and sensor with the same imaging parameters, and in most cases affine transformation can accurately express the relation between the two images; therefore, affine transformation is taken as the transformation model in this paper.
Modified RANSAC
RANSAC is an algorithm for robust fitting of models in the presence of many data outliers. To get a reasonable result, different iterations are needed according to the dimensions of the data. The main steps can be concluded as follows:
1) Select M pairs of points from the initially matched points set at random. M is different due to different transformation models. For affine transformation, M is no less than 3. 2) Estimate the transformation parameter x from the selected M pairs of points.
3) Find how many pairs of points fit the model with parameter vector x within a given tolerance.
Call this inliers. 4) Repeat 1) to 3) n times and take the biggest set of inliers as the final matching points set.
In step 4), a threshold always exists for number of iterations (call it N ). When we iterate 1) to 3) more than N times, the number of inliers will converge on a fixed value (call it I). With I we can calculate the transformation model, register the image, and obtain the interferometric phase. After that, residues are calculated for evaluation. The better the registration, the fewer the residues. However, residues obtained via I are not the fewest because of speckles. Unlike noise, speckles are the results of coherent processing on SAR data and cannot be correctly removed by RANSAC. Therefore, there are always speckles in I which makes the transformation model not optimal or even erroneous. In order to tackle this problem, we make modifications as follows. 5) After 1st iteration from 1) to 3), inliers are obtain, call this M 1 . We can calculate the transformation model, register the image, obtain the interferometric phase, and calculate the number of residues, call this R 1 . After 2nd iteration, we obtain M 2 , R 2 , and:
6) Repeat 1) to 3). After each iteration, we obtain M n , R n (n is the number of iteration), and compare R n with R optimal :
If R optimal does not change after some iterations (such as 30), M optimal is regarded as the optimal inliers and the corresponding interferometric phase is the final image registration result.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first demonstrate the validity of the proposed method using data of Etna Mountain, and then test its robustness with real data from different sensors. The performance of the proposed method is verified in terms of qualitative and quantitative evaluations with real data. The results obtained by cross-correlation (fine registration) are also presented. The main purpose of doing so is to see whether the proposed method can reach subpixel level. The control points of cross-correlation method are evenly chosen in the entire image with an interval of 20 pixels and the vectors of relative offset which are larger than two times the median value of neighboring ones are removed.
Validity
The SIR-C/X-SAR mission, supported by NASA, DLR, and ASI, took its two flights in April 9 to April 20 in 1994 and September 30 to October 11 in the same year respectively. The real data, X band, are about Etna Mountain of Italy. The master and slave images with the size of 1024×1024 are shown in Figures 2(a) and (b) , respectively. We can see that the number of residues decreases to some extent by modified RANSAC and this reduction is global. Table 1 shows the performance comparison between original and modified RANSAC. After modification to original RANSAC, the NOR decreases from 223603 to 207837 and the MCC increases from 0.5790 to 0.6086. It is clearly indicated that our modification is effective and better than the original RANSAC. We calculate MCC using Guarnieri's method [22] , and window size is 9 × 9.
Robustness
Details about the image pairs acquired from different sensors, topography, and frequency bands are listed in Table 2 . The master images of this data set are shown in Figure 3 . We calculate MCC using Guarnieri's method [22] , and window size is 9 × 9.
"CC" refers to cross-correlation method (fine registration). Table 3 . From this table, we can see that the proposed method, with higher mean crosscorrelation and fewer residues, is better than the original RANSAC.
Comparisons with the original RANSAC on data 1 to data 5 have shown that NOR has decreased by 13.1%, 12.5%, 6.2%, 9.4%, and 26.3%, respectively, and MCC has increased by 12%, 15.6%, 17.5%, 20%, and 12.1%, respectively. We also introduce results from the cross-correlation method. From comparisons between the proposed method and the cross-correlation method, some conclusions can be drawn. The proposed method outperforms the cross-correlation method on data 1, 4, and 5. The reasons are that the image pairs have low time decorrelation or varied topography such as mountains and buildings; therefore, the proposed method can extract more and stable keypoints from the images. On the other hand, the cross-correlation method uses evenly distributed control points for registration.
Although correlation coefficients are maximized on these points, correlation coefficients of other points are indirectly obtained by interpolation, therefore the MCC of the entire images cannot be maximized. On data 2 and data 3, however, due to serious time decorrelation and volume decorrelation, not enough keypoints can be extracted but results obtained by the proposed method are still comparable with the ones obtained by cross-correlation in terms of NOR or MCC. From the relations between registration accuracy and NOR or MCC, we can say that the proposed method has reached the subpixel level and can be used for InSAR image registration.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an efficient method has been developed for InSAR image registration. First, we introduce a modified RANSAC to obtain more accurate image registration. This technique uses "minimization of residues" as the new criterion, which is more suitable and problem-specific for InSAR image registration. Then, an experiment on Mount Etna verifies that this modification can obtain results with fewer residues and higher MCC. Finally, the proposed method and cross-correlation method are tested on a variety of real data. In short, proposed method is better for high correlation data (stable scatterers, such as building and mountain, or low time decorrelation data) than cross-correlation method.
The proposed method still has some limitations. The construction of SIFT descriptor mainly depends on the main orientation of keypoints and this main orientation depends on the gradients of neighboring pixels. The gradients are sensitive to noise. Therefore, in high correlation data (noise level is low), SIFT descriptor is reliable and superior to cross-correlation function. In low correlation data, however SIFT descriptor is seriously affected by high level noise. Besides, iteration in RANSAC is time consuming. Future work will include developing a more robust SIFT descriptor to noise and a more advanced RANSAC to improve the efficiency.
